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Topics of today's notes:

blessed Mother's Day first of all!
Israel became a nation on the threshold of May 13th-14th 1948 at exactly 0:00 Jerusalem time
What the elite likely attempt to obscure and hijack by means of a false royal birth (their desired son/sun) at this time
Coma Berenices | The Godly child hidden underneath the golden/royal hair | The Spirit and the bride (moon) say Co-me/Coma
The Biblical meaning of the numbers 13 and 14

ISRAEL | Fig Tree prophecy | A nation birthed in one day | Divided from the onset

We're all familiair with the Fig Tree Prophecy and the Lord's promised return within a 70+1 year generation lifespan (see page 9-15) ending May 14th 2019
on the Gregorian calendar.

Excerpts with key prophetic elements:

Timing | Proclamation of independence at midnight | Draft text approval in the afternoon of the 14th

Israel became a nation exactly at 0:00 on the border between May13-14 after a vote on truce vs independence. Location: 16 Rothchild Boulevard. This set
the coming of the Lord in this generation, by means of a 'midnight cry' in motion.

Wiki:

mailto:sabinevlaming@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17LBmFoTtHe4RScMMSmmKHrUbHBFp3bkY/view?usp=sharing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_Declaration_of_Independence


A divided house

The draft text was approved that afternoon including the UN partition plan, thus the division currently under debate as well was integrated from the onset.

The borders were not specified in the Declaration. However, its 14th paragraph included a commitment to implement the UN Partition Plan: THE STATE OF
ISRAEL is prepared to cooperate with the agencies and representatives of the United Nations in implementing the resolution of the General Assembly of the
29th November, 1947

Like the heavy UK involvement at the foundation of Israel, the 'lions/UK and young lions/US of Tarshish'  are once again meddling in Israel's and prophetic
affairs.

What could the Windsor clan and world elite try to hijack and obscure in this false royal birth at this exact time?

In previous notes, I have informed you regarding the correlations between the Windsor 'offspring' and both Sol Invictus and Apollyon and how we've just
witnessed the end of our redemption and overcoming our enemies by following the Moon on the ecliptic. Both elements will come into play.

Faked pregnancies, gender bending and Baphomet worship

To those of you, as of yet maybe unfamiliar with the royal elite's practice of transgendering their pre-selected wives (from birth) and artificially inseminated
(possibly already hybridized) children, please consider these insights regarding Kate and Meghan, undergirding both of them being born male,
transgendered into 'goddess' types and thus the royal pregnancies are either by surrogate (Kate's) or even faked (Meghan's), both using prosthetics during
the pregnancy to pretend they're natural mothers.

Kate is transgendered from birth and pre-selected as wife (my former blog) https://forthtell.wordpress.com/2015/10/10/will-i-am-arthur-philip-louis-
forthtelling-portraits-of-a-wounded-prince-and-future-king/
Meghan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pq170vPdr98
Moon bumps | 'the silicon 'baby' https://www.moonbump.com/fake-pregnant-belly-gallery

The royal baby - the foreshadowing of their 'desired son/sun's' entry into our realm at the rapture - presented as natural offspring to the world
worshipping them as idols/gods.

As the video segments below put forward, those critically discerning the recent Windsor addition may have already noticed the following peculiarities and
inconsistencies surrounding the royal birth:

Meghan has been secluded for many weeks (the baby was overdue as) except from flying intercontinentally
other than touching the moon-bumps constantly, carefully selected clothing and deflecting cosmetics, Meghan showed no real physical signs of
pregnancy (swelling, weight gain, change in posture, continued wearing high heels etc)
there were many conflicting reports from the palace itself surrounding the birth, such as regarding the home vs hospital birth
much occult language and symbolism heralding the birth: name, black horse, timing, red carpet entry before white horse display in the background
the odd name Archie was finally explained away as being Meghan's 'pet cat's name'. I sent notes on the Apollyon-archery link. Note the 'Cheshire cat-
link' below

Eye catching during the baby's public presentation:

upon the baby's revelation Meghan's prosthetic moon bump under the tailored white signal dress was still placed very high (near breast height, should
be much lower after birth)
her make up and hair was carefully applied to create a puffy 'new mom' look (no swollenness in breast area/wrists/ankles though)
during the presentation the baby did not move at all (it did not breathe, nor showed any micro-expressions in the face) despite camera flashes,
sounds, being touched etc 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nt0is3A-nOtFNJJKZoTeU7b1D4W9-ziw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bJXk_x8eWbXTXsodZpmmz9vtsCIasL3M/view?usp=sharing
https://forthtell.wordpress.com/2015/10/10/will-i-am-arthur-philip-louis-forthtelling-portraits-of-a-wounded-prince-and-future-king/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pq170vPdr98
https://www.moonbump.com/fake-pregnant-belly-gallery


baby was maximally covered despite being indoors and being asked to reveal more of him which they refused
parents' body language was odd and nervous (Meghan showing 'duping delight')
they shared no real, detailed information regarding the birth or the child, but spoke in abstract terms
Harry mentioned the baby being 'hairy' and having facial hair (I propose deliberately) and implied he had been born two weeks ago already
Meghan looked dissociated and uncomfortable and touched the open part of the baby's head which is unlikely a mother would due to its sensitivity.
Again the baby did not respond to any touch, sound, lights flashing etc
The Duke and Duchess of Sussex presented their 'hairy' newborn son Archie (archer god) Harrison (Hairy-son/sun) Mountbatten-Windsor to the
(NEW) world, with Meghan declaring: "It's MAGIC (i.e. SATANIC), it's pretty amazing. I have the two best guys in the (NEW) world so I'm really
happy." 
The 7lb 3oz (115 Oz, remember the 115 number) infant, like Obama in the US, a picture of duality, darkness and light mixing and positioned as
evidence that the monarchy is modern, culturally pluralistic etc.

All these things things seem odd. Not if you consider the following thesis: namely that the baby was not a biologically royal or even a real child but a carefully
timed and positioned deflection, to usurp worldwide attention away from the Lord's coming towards Apollyon/Abaddon about to arrive and subsequent onset
of tribulation and to hide the young child, the Godly DESIRED SON, displayed in the heavens at this exact time of hight rapture watch, steal its limelight and
ensure people look horizontally, to the world elite/false gods and goddesses bringing forth their new world order and Antichrist leader in stead of upwards to
the heavens for the 'desire of ages' and study to understand the Biblical astronomical signs as we're commanded to.

Royal footage of the 'baby's' presentation | Was a reborn doll used? Judge yourself

https://ourlifewithreborns.com/2018/08/realborn-darren-sleeping-sculpt/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2l16qkY_i7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZeRth0Srs0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jZd4ZM6WB4

Asked who the baby takes after, Meghan, who was WEARING A SIGNAL WHITE DRESS, said: "We're still trying to figure that out." Odd to say the least and
very dissociated. Fitting if this is not their biological child or even a reborn doll.

 

Archie compared to 'baby Darren doll'. This particular type of doll does indeed have a hairy face like Harry mentioned.

Archie                                                       Baby doll Darren with facial hair

https://ourlifewithreborns.com/2018/08/realborn-darren-sleeping-sculpt/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2l16qkY_i7M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZeRth0Srs0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jZd4ZM6WB4
https://bountifulbaby.com/products/5054


White signal dress

It was almost a year ago that the Duchess of Sussex was walking through St George's Hall in Windsor wearing her beautifully simple Givenchy wedding
dress with its vintage echoes of Audrey Hepburn. Introducing her son to the world 344 days on, Meghan opted for pared-back WHITE again. 
BUT THE MESSAGING COULDN'T HAVE BEEN MORE DIFFERENT. 

Source: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/fashion/royals/brave-modern-message-behind-duchess-sussexs-baby-debut-dress/ 

“Who are these, clothed in WHITE ROBES, and from where have they come?” 14 I said to him, “Sir, you know.” And he said to me, “These are the ones
coming out of the great tribulation. They have washed their robes and made them WHITE in the blood of the Lamb." 

Arrows are children in the Bible

7lb and 3oz = (16 X 7) + 3 = 112 + 3 = 115 Oz
115 weight of the baby
113 or 33 Jesus death

Notice the 115 and Alice's hair-do. That will tie in with the celestial sign I will cover next.

FROM 'THE WORLD IN 2015' THE ECONOMIST'S COVER | ALICE/MEGHAN IN WONDERLAND | ALICE HAS BERENICES HAIR

"Bringing forth a global system through SMALL INCREMENTAL CHANGES (Baby steps) is exactly what the (NEW) world elite is currently doing." 

Alice looks at the Cheshire Cat | Alice in Wonderland or 'Meghan in England amidst 'the firm' | The queen is driving the blue bus begint the magician's legs

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/fashion/royals/brave-modern-message-behind-duchess-sussexs-baby-debut-dress/


 

There’s a pile of dirt on the ground and two ARROWS on which are inscribed 11.5 (MAY 11, the worldwide day of archery and/or ARCHie's 115 ounces?) and
11.3 (Revelation 3:11, Jesus at 33) Are those DATES TO REMEMBER?  Why are they next to a PILE OF DIRT ... (MOUNTbatten?!) Darkly reflecting Mt
Sinai we are commemorating prophetically now? Displaying numbers that can only be truly understood by “those in the know” is one of the occult elite’s
favorite hobbies. 

Standing in front of the dirt is ALICE IN WONDERLAND (or "MEGHAN IN ENGLAND"?!) looking upwards towards the Cheshire Cat. This iconic cat is known
for disappearing entirely, leaving only visible its creepy grin. We, therefore, see another allusion to a world of fantasy, illusion, and DECEIT as perceived by
Alice (MEGHAN ... or is she the woman in the framed picture?) – A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MASSES. Along with the somewhat unnecessary inclusion
of David Blaine (Prince HARRY?!)– a MAGICIAN – the cover mixes real-world events with ILLUSIONS. (Source: Watchman Forum)

The Cheshire Cat | Scorpio's stinger of death

These two stars in the stinger of Scorpio signal death and to the elite they are harbingers of spring (tied to Groundhog day)
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/two-stars-in-scorpius-are-a-harbinger-of-spring?mc_cid=125055efc8&mc_eid=e06c322c73

Lesath (note the stinger stars meme and so called cat's eyes link too, reminiscent of Alice's Cheshire cat). Shaula means dart which may affirm the
Economist use of the Cheshire and darts. The sting is called in Hebrew Lesath (Chaldee, Lesha), which means the perverse. The stars in the tail are also
known as Leshaa, or Leshat. (Antares seems also to have been known as Lesath). The scorpion is a deadly enemy (as we learn from Revelation 9), with
poison in its sting, and all the names associated with the sign combine to set forth the malignant enmity which is "set" between the serpent and the woman's
Seed. 

Today MM published her first 'baby picture'…..oh well, feet only :-). Could be any baby's. The text is anchoring back to 'goddess' Diana of course to secure
the trauma bonding.

http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/two-stars-in-scorpius-are-a-harbinger-of-spring?mc_cid=125055efc8&mc_eid=e06c322c73
https://www.hellomagazine.com/royalty/2019051272925/meghan-markle-new-picture-baby-archie-princess-diana-tribute/?utm_source=(direct)&utm_medium=(none)&utm_campaign=notificaciones#


meghan-markle-baby-archie-new-photo-z.jpg

Hello Magazine today

Predictive programming of the recent royal brides

Diamond wedding ring (like Meghan's) | Three dark haired brides (1 Kate, 2 Meghan, 3 Eugenie...red)

 

Death wearing a diamond ring



 

Death knocking | Dark brides making a covenant with the world/death, central peace wilders in a DMZ
Diamond (Stone of Zebulun, son of Leah) | Star (Lucy in the sky with diamonds) | Meghan wears a white diamond

 

WHAT ARE THE ELITE TRYING HIDE AND HYJACK?

This May 13th-14th at 0:00 hours, the moon will be exactly underneath Coma Berenices, the DESIRED SON whose arrival we await, also the Alpha-Omega
point on the ecliptic (the line gone out through all the earth Biblically) between Leo and Virgo where the Sign of Shiloh and the Revelation 12 Sign took place
(still ongoing).

Alpha (A) and Omega (Ω) are the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet, or alephand tav in Hebrew. They mean “beginning” and “end,” respectively, and
form a type of an encoded name for Messiah, found in Revelation 1:8. There is a definite beginning and ending marker in the zodiac, specifically between
Virgo and Leo. May it signal the end of our race as well? 

The Alpha and Omega point on the ecliptic Biblically

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4lMw4yuCqaBXzNpYldYUmpwQWs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4lMw4yuCqaBdFEtU3lPeVZjR28/view?usp=sharing


Coma Berenice

Located just above and in between Leo and Virgo | In the modern sign the main stars form a capstone formed of two lines

A mother and young, standing child is displayed, Mary and Jesus as we will see below. Remember that when the Magi found Jesus he was approximately 1
year and three months old (standing)



     Source

Wiki on Coma Bernice | How they hid the Lord's sign underneath mythology 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zYHbTaL9mRqhyHuN4xRdYLEph8FCHW5H


Its name means "Berenice's Hair" in Latin and refers to Queen Berenice II of Egypt, who sacrificed her long hair as a votive offering if Ptolemy returned safely
from battle during the Third Syrian War.[6]]Coma Berenices is the only modern constellation named for an historic figure. In Arabic astronomy Coma Berenices was
known as Al-Dafira and Al-Hulba (translations of Ptolemaic Plokamos), forming the tuft of the constellation Leo[10]

The Biblical meaning COMA per EW Bullinger

BULLINGER 

1. COMA (The Woman and Child) 
The desired of all nations

2. Coma (the Desired)

The first constellation in VIRGO explains that this coming "Branch" will be a child, and that He should be the "Desire of all nations."

The ancient name of this constellation is Comah, the desired, or the longed for. We have the word used by the Holy Spirit in this very
connection, in Haggai 2:7--"The DESIRE of all nations shall come."

The ancient Zodiacs pictured this constellation as a woman with a child in her arms. ALBUMAZAR * (or ABU MASHER), an Arabian
astronomer of the eighth century, says, "There arises in the first Decan **, as the Persians, Chaldeans, and Egyptians, and the two HERMES
and ASCALIUS teach, a young woman whose Persian name denotes a pure virgin, sitting on a throne, nourishing an infant boy (the boy, I say),
having a Hebrew name, by some nations called IHESU, with the signification IEZA, which in Greek is called CHRISTOS."

* A Latin translation of his work is in the British Museum Library. He says the Persians understood these signs, but that the Indians perverted
them with inventions.

** The constellations are called Decans. The word means a part, and is used of the three parts into which each sign is divided, each of which is
occupied by a constellation.

But this picture is not found in any of the modern maps of the stars. There we find today a woman's wig! It appears that BERENICE, the wife
of EUERGETES (PTOLEMY III), king of Egypt in the third century BC, when her husband once went on a dangerous expedition, vowed to
consecrate her fine head of hair to Venus if he returned in safety. Her hair, which was hung up in the Temple of Venus, was subsequently stolen,
and to comfort BERENICE, CONON, an astronomer of Alexandria (BC 283-222), gave it out that Jupiter had taken it and made it a
constellation!

This is a good example of how the meaning of other constellations have been perverted (ignorantly or intentionally). In this case, as in others,
the transition from ancient to more modern languages helped to hide the meaning. The Hebrew name was COMA (desired). But the Greeks had
a word for hair, Co-me. this again is transferred to the Latin coma, and thus "Coma Berenice" (The hair of Berenice) comes down to us today as
the name of this constellation, and gives us a woman's wig instead of that Blessed One, "the Desire of all Nations."

SV:  Is this what the Word points to in the phrase: "The Spirit and the Bride say Co-me? 

In this case, however we are able to give absolute proof that this is a perversion.

The ancient Egyptian name for this constellation was Shes-nu, the desired son!

The Zodiac in the Temple of Denderah, in Egypt, going back at least 2000 years BC, has no trace of any hair, but it has the figure of a woman
and child.

Even Shakespeare understood the truth about this constellation picture, which has been so long covered by modern inventions. In his Titus
Andronicus he speaks of an arrow being shot up to heaven to the "Good boy in Virgo's lap."

SV: Note that the parents made mention of Archie being such a peaceful child, a 'good boy'

The constellation itself is very remarkable. Others contain one or two stars of the first or second magnitude, and then a greater or less variety of
lesser stars; but this is peculiar from having no one very bright star, but contains so many stars of the 4th and 5th magnitudes. It contains 43
stars altogether, ten being of the 4th magnitude, and the remainder of the 5th, 6th, etc.

It was in all probability the constellation of Coma in which "the Star of Bethlehem" appeared. There was a traditional prophecy, well-known in
the East, carefully preserved and handed down, that a new star would appear in this sign when He whom it foretold should be born.

SV: second source:

"It is written that a strange star over Bethlehem literally introduced the new-born Christ to the people of the earth, but
also novae did appear from time to time, the star could well have been one. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berenice_II_of_Egypt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Votive_offering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Syrian_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coma_Berenices#cite_note-Barentine-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/88_modern_constellations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomy_in_the_medieval_Islamic_world
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coma_Berenices#cite_note-Kunitzsch-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coma_Berenices#cite_note-Kunitzsch-10
http://www.mazzaroth.com/ChapterSix/TheStarOfBethlehem.htm


Bullinger continued:

This was, doubtless, referred to in the prophecy of Balaam, which would thus receive a double fulfilment, first of the literal "Star," and also of
the person to whom it referred. The Lord said by Balaam (Num 24:17),

"There shall come * a star out of Jacob, 
And a sceptre shall rise out of Israel."

* I.e., come forth (as in the RV). At is rendered in Genesis 3:24 "There shall come forth a star at or over the inheritance or possessions of
Jacob," thus indicating the locality which would be on the meridian of this star.

Thomas Hyde, an eminent Orientalist (1636-1703), writing on the ancient religion of the Persians, quotes from ABULFARAGIUS (an Arab
Christian Historian, 1126-1286), who says that ZOROASTER, or ZERDUSHT, the Persian, was a pupil of Daniel the Prophet, and that he
predicted to the Magians (who were the astronomers of Persia), that when they should see a new star appear it would notify the birth of a
mysterious child, whom they were to adore. It is further stated in the Zend Avesta that this new star was to appear in the sign of the Virgin.
Some have supposed that this passage is not genuine. But whether it was interpolated before or after the event, it is equally good evidence for
our purpose here. For if it was written before the event, it is evidence of the prophetic announcement; and if it was interpolated after the event it
is evidence of the historic fact

The Book of Job shows us how Astronomy flourished in Idumea; and the Gospel according to Matthew shows that the Persian Magi, as well as
others, were looking for "the Desire of all nations."

New stars have appeared again and again. It was in 125 BC that a star, so bright as to be seen in the day-time, suddenly appeared. It was this
that caused HIPPARCHUS to draw up his catalogue of stars, which has been handed down to us by PTOLEMY (150 AD).

This new star would show the latitude, passing at that time immediately overhead at midnight, every twenty-four hours; while the prophecy
would give the longitude as the land of Jacob. Having these two factors, it would be only a matter of observation, and easy for the Magi to find
the place where it would be vertical, and thus to locate the very spot of the birth of Him of whom it was the sign, for they emphatically called it
"His Star." There is a beautiful tradition which relates how, in their difficulty, on their way from Jerusalem to find the actual spot under
the Zenith of this star, these Magi sat down beside David's "Well of Bethlehem" to refresh themselves. There they saw the star reflected in the
clear water of the well. Hence it is written that "when they saw the star they rejoiced with exceeding joy," for they knew they were at the very
spot and place of His appearing whence He was to "come forth."

There can be little doubt that it was a new star. In the first place a new star is no unusual phenomenon. In the second place the tradition is well
supported by ancient Christian writers. One speaks of its "surpassing brightness." Another (IGNATIUS, Bishop of Antioch, AD 69) says, "At
the appearance of the Lord a star shone forth brighter than all the other stars." IGNATIUS, doubtless, had this from those who had actually seen
it! PRUDENTIUS (4th century AD) says that not even the morning star was so fair. Archbishop TRENCH, who quotes these authorities, says
"This star, I conceive, as so many ancients and moderns have done, to have been a new star in the heavens."

One step more places this new star in the constellation of COMA, and with new force makes it indeed "His star"--the "Sign" of His "coming
forth from Bethlehem." will it be "the sign of the Son of Man in heaven" (Matt 24:30) when He shall "come unto" this world again to complete
the wondrous prophecies written of Him in the heavenly and earthly Revelations? *

* It ought also to be noted that in the preceding year there were three conjunctions of the planets Jupiter and Saturn, at the end of May and
October, and at the beginning of December. Kepler (1571-1631) was the first to point this out, and his calculations have been confirmed by the
highest authorities. These conjunctions occurred in the sign of PISCES: and this sign, according to all the ancient Jewish authorities (Josephus,
Abarbanel, Eliezer, and others), has special reference to Israel. The conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, they hold, always marked the occurrence
of some even favourable to Israel; while Kepler, calculating backwards, found that this astronomical phenomenon always coincided with some
great historical crisis, viz.: the Revelation to Adam, the birth of Enoch, the Revelation to Noah, the birth of Moses, the birth of Cyrus, the birth
of Christ, the birth of Charlemagne, and the birth of Luther.

Thus does the constellation of COMA reveal that the coming "Seed of the woman" was to be a child born, a son given.

But He was to be more: He was to be God and man--two natures in one person! This is the lesson of the next picture.

Bullinger in his book with commentary on the Book of Revelation

"In like manner the constellation of "THE WOMAN AND CHILD" was set as the first of the

three constellations which are assigned to the sign "Virgo."255 It is found in the most ancient Zodiacs,

notably that from the Temple of Denderah, in Egypt. It dates from at least 2,000 B.C., and may be

seen to-day at the Louvre, in Paris (whither it was taken in 1821). The Hebrew name of this

https://levendwater.org/books/apocalypse.pdf


constellation of "the woman and child" was called Koman, which means the desired or longed for.

It is from the Hebrew (...) (kahmah) to desire, which occurs only in Ps. lxiii. 1: "My flesh longeth

for Thee." It is akin to (...) (chamad) to desire (Ps. xix. 10. Isa. liii. 2. Hag. ii. 7, &c.). We have the

word komah used by the Holy Spirit in this very connection in Hag. ii. 7: "The DESIRE of all

nations shall come."

"The woman and child" was, therefore, part of the primeval truth revealed to man as a sign of

Him who was to be the object of this desire.

That it was ancient is testified by Albumazar (or Abu Masher, an Arabian astronomer, who

wrote in the eighth century. 256 He says: "There arises in the first Decan257 (as the Persians, Chaldeans,

and Egyptians, and the two Hermes and Ascalius teach), a young woman, whose Persian name is

ADRENEDEFA, a pure and immaculate virgin, holding in the hand two ears of corn, sitting on a

throne, nourishing an infant in the act of feeding him, who was a Hebrew name (the boy, I say),

by some nations called IHESU, with the signification IEZA, which we in Greek call CHRISTOS." 

This is, as we have said, the testimony of the ancient Zodiacs; otherwise this constellation was
altered and corrupted in the third century B.C. by Conon, an astronomer of Alexandria (B.C.
283-222).258 Even Shakespeare refers to "the good boy in Virgo's lap." 259 So that the fact has not
been lost, though the name of the constellation has been changed.
But long before the constellation had been changed, its real signification had been lost and
perverted.
Naturally, when the promises and prophecies had been written down in the Scriptures of Truth,
the meaning of the signs and constellations, and the very names by which God had called the stars,
would fall into disuetude and became gradually forgotten. This would lead to the easy perversion
of their meaning by those nations who did not possess the Word of God. Hence this constellation
of the "woman and child" passed into the Babylonian and Egyptian mysteries under the names of
"Isis and Horus"; and thence, from the pagan mysteries, the picture passed into Romanism, with
many other symbols and doctrines.260
Indeed, so closely is Romanism allied to Paganism, of which it is the outcome, that those who
do not see the difference between Paganized Christianity and Bible Christianity, draw the false
conclusion that Romanism is merely a corruption of Christianity, whereas it is little more than
Christianised Paganism.
Hence it was that, the real meaning of "the woman and child" having been lost, the symbol was
Paganized, and we are told that representations of it as being "Isis and Horus" were so common
(long prior to Christianity), that "there was not a house or a crossway where it was not found."
Many of these Pagan symbols, rites, and ceremonies were brought into "Christianity" by the
Greek Fathers, who were converts from Paganism, and had not lost their teaching and training.
What we have here, therefore, in Rev. xii. is the fact that God is going right back to the beginning,
and in spite of all the opposition of Satan and the perversion of Primitive Truth by Paganism, He
is showing us His purpose in this closing book of Inspiration, which is to take us back to the causes
of the great Apostacy, and onward through the great Apostacy, which is close upon us, to its final
confusion and destruction.
This is why we have, here, His vindication of those "Signs" by which He first promulgated His
great primeval promise, and His own Revelation as to its final accomplishment in the crushing of
the serpent's head.
It is clear, so far, that the woman is the "sign" of Israel, viewed as representing the nation as a
whole. Israel is thus personified, with the marks which characterise the nation in its constitution
and in its hope."

Luis Vega 
Note the concept of the 'new star'especially

Excerpt:

This is a good example of how the meaning of other constellations have been perverted ignorantly or intentionally. In this case, as in others, the transition
from ancient to more modern languages helped to hide the meaning. The Hebrew name was Coma (desired). But the Greeks had a word for hair, Co-me.
This again is transferred to the Latin coma, and thus ‘Coma Berenice’ (The hair of Berenice) comes down to us today as the name of this constellation and
gives us a woman's wig instead of That Blessed One, the Desire of all Nations.
 
In this case, however we are able to give absolute proof that this is a perversion. The ancient Egyptian name for this constellation was Shes-nu, The Desired
Son! The Zodiac in the Temple of Denderah, in Egypt, going back at least 2000 years BC, has no trace of any hair, but it has the figure of a woman and child.
Even Shakespeare understood the truth about this constellation picture, which has been so long covered by modern inventions. In his Titus Andronicus he
speaks of an arrow being shot up to heaven to the ‘Good boy in Virgo's lap.’

The constellation itself is very remarkable. Others contain one or two stars of the 1st or 2nd magnitude, and then a greater or less variety of lesser stars; but
this is peculiar from having no one very bright star, but contains so many stars of the 4th and 5th magnitudes. It contains 43 stars altogether, 10 being of the
4th magnitude, and the remainder of the 5th, 6th, etc. It was in all probability the constellation of Coma in which ‘the Star of Bethlehem’ appeared. There was
a traditional prophecy, well-known in the East, carefully preserved and handed down, that a new star would appear in this Sign when He whom it foretold
should be born. This was, doubtless, referred to in the Prophecy of Balaam, which would thus receive a double fulfilment, first of the literal ‘Star’ and also of
the Person to whom it referred. The Lord said by Balaam in Numbers 24:17,
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‘There shall come a Star out of Jacob, and a Sceptre shall rise out of Israel.’

This Star is also rendered in Genesis 3:24 ‘There shall come forth a Star at or over the inheritance or possessions of Jacob,’ thus indicating the locality which
would be on the meridian of this Star.
 
Thomas Hyde, an eminent Orientalist (1636-1703), writing on the ancient religion of the Persians, quotes from Abulfaragius an Arab Christian Historian,
1126-1286, who says that Zoroaster the Persian, was a pupil of Daniel the Prophet, and that he predicted to the Magians who were the astronomers of
Persia, that when they should see a new Star appear it would notify the birth of a mysterious child, whom they were to adore. It is further stated in the Zend
Avesta that this new Star was to appear in the Sign of the Virgin. Some have supposed that this passage is not genuine. But whether it was interpolated
before or after the event, it is equally good evidence for our purpose here.

For if it was written before the event, it is evidence of the prophetic announcement; and if it was interpolated after the event it is evidence of the historic fact.
The Book of Job shows us how Astronomy flourished in Idumea; and the Gospel according to Matthew shows that the Persian Magi, as well as others, were
looking for ‘the Desire of all nations.’ New Stars have appeared again and again. It was in 125 BC that a star, so bright as to be seen in the day-time,
suddenly appeared. It was this that caused Hipparchus to draw up his catalogue of Stars, which has been handed down to us by Ptolemy around 150 AD.

This new Star would show the latitude, passing at that time immediately overhead at midnight, every twenty-four hours; while the prophecy would give the
longitude as the land of Jacob. Having these 2 factors, it would be only a matter of observation, and easy for the Magi to find the place where it would be
vertical, and thus to locate the very spot of the birth of Him of whom it was the Sign, for they emphatically called it ‘His Star.’ There is a beautiful tradition
which relates how, in their difficulty, on their way from Jerusalem to find the actual spot under the Zenith of this Star, these Magi sat down beside David's
‘Well of Bethlehem’ to refresh themselves. There they saw the Star reflected in the clear water of the well.

Hence it is written that ‘when they saw the Star they rejoiced with exceeding joy,’ for they knew they were at the very spot and place of His appearing whence
He was to ‘come forth.’ There can be little doubt that it was a new star. In the first place a new star is no unusual phenomenon. In the second place the
tradition is well supported by ancient Christian writers. One speaks of its ‘surpassing brightness.’ Another, Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch, AD 69 says, ‘At the
appearance of the Lord a Star shone forth brighter than all the other stars.’ Ignatius, doubtless, had this from those who had actually seen it! Prudentius (4th
century AD) says that not even the Morning Star [Venus] was so fair.

One step more places this new Star in the constellation of Coma, and with new force makes it indeed His Star--the ‘Sign’ of His coming forth from Bethlehem.
It be ‘the Sign of the Son of Man in Heaven’ (Matt 24:30) when He shall come into this world again to complete the wondrous prophecies written of Him in the
Heavenly and Earthly Revelations? The conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, they hold, always marked the occurrence of some even favorable to Israel. Kepler,
calculating backwards, found that this astronomical phenomenon always coincided with some great historical crisis. Such an occurrence could have been
related to the Revelation being given to Adam, the birth of Enoch, the Revelation to Noah, the birth of Moses, the birth of Cyrus, the birth of Christ, the birth
of Charlemagne, and the birth of Luther.

Thus does the constellation of Coma reveal that the coming ‘Seed of the woman’ was to be a child born, a Son given. But He was to be more: He was to be
God and man--2 natures in 1 person! This is another important proof of the truth of our whole argument. This brings us back again to Genesis 3:15 with Eve
as a type of Virgo. It shows us the Person of the Promised Seed from the beginning to the end, from the first promise of the birth of the Child in Bethlehem, to
the final coming of the great Judge and Harvester to reap the harvest of the Earth. This was the vision which was afterwards shown to John (Rev 14:15,16),
when he says, I looked; and behold a white cloud, and upon the cloud one sat like unto the Son of Man, having on His head a golden crown, and in His hand
a sharp sickle.

Here we see the woman whose Seed is to bruise the serpent's head, the Virgin-Born, the Branch of Jehovah, perfect man and perfect God, Immanuel, ‘God
with us,’ yet despised and rejected of men, and yielding up His life that others may have life for evermore. But we see Him coming afterwards in triumphant
power to judge the Earth. The start of the cosmic storyline with Virgo contains the outline of the whole Mazzaroth, complete in itself, so far as it regards the
Person of the Coming One. Like the Book of Genesis, it is the seed-plot which contains the whole, all the rest being merely the development of the many
grand details which are included and shut up within it. It is only one chapter out of twelve, but it distinctly foreshadows the end--even the sufferings of Christ
and the glory which should follow. "

Daniel Matson on topic

Thus, I am not claiming Coma Bernice is the crownn or Bethlehem star (like Matson refers to), replacing the true Bethlehem star, but that the current Coma
Bernice covers where our Lord, the Son of Man used to be depicted as a baby, held by her, 

Please check this further Dan and Tammy, I have to pick up the children now and cannot research any more today. I cried when I read how Jesus was hidden
in the Zodiac and now revealed and His sings vindicated.

The Spirit and the bride (Virgo) say co-me! The Revelation 12 Sign is still ongoing.

There is a link between Coma Berenices, the ark, the dove and the hand of the husbandman (see below). Some propose it 's a betterThere is a link between Coma Berenices, the ark, the dove and the hand of the husbandman (see below). Some propose it 's a better
link to Noah's flood than Pleiades. l ink to Noah's flood than Pleiades. We also remember we are 'hand picked'and like Noah's dove caught up by an óutstretched hand.

Also, the early Christians thought Berenices represented the scourge of Christ, Absolom's hair, Samson's hair.
Strong's mentions Berenice as daughter of Herod Aggripa, wife of Polemon and then mistress of Titus. There are 3 occurences in the Bible in the
book of Acts

http://www.constellationsofwords.com/Constellations/ComaBerenices.html

Pliny wrote in the Historia Naturalis: nec (cernif) Canopum Italia et quem vacant Berenices crinem, which Bostock and Riley correctly translated, in 1855, "nor
can we, in Italy, see the star Canopus, or Berenice's Hair"; but Holland had rendered this, in 1601, "neither hath Italy a sight of Canopus, named also
Berenices Hair," from which mistranslation it was long inferred that the southern heavens contained another sky group bearing this same title. And this
blunder has been perpetuated, even in Doctor Murray's New EnglishDictionary, which defines the word as the name "formerly of the southern star Canopus,"
citing as authority the foregoing passage from Holland. Pliny's statement as to the invisibility of Coma from Italy of course was incorrect then as now.

Julius Schiller asserted that the constellation represented the FlagellumFlagellum  ChristiChristi..

Thompson writes in his Glossary, p. 134, that

"It has been suggested by Landseer, Sabaean Researches, p. 186, from the study of an Assyrian symbolic monument, that the stars which
Conon converted into the Coma Berenice, (Hygin. P. A. ii, 24, cf. Ideler, Sternnamen, p. 295) and which lie in Leo opposite to the Pleiades
in Taurus, were originally constellated as a Dove; and that this constellation, whose first stars rise with the latest of those of Argo, and whose
last rise simultaneously with the hand of the Husbandman, links better than the Pleiad into the astronomical Deluge-myth. The case rests on
very little evidence, and indeed is an illustration of the conflicting difficulties of such hypotheses: but it is deserving of investigation, were it only
for the reason that the Coma Berenices contains seven visible stars (Hygin.), and the Pleiad six, a faint hint at a possible explanation of the lost
Pleiad".
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Aratus on Virgo 

Virgo is also portrayed as Justice (Justitia) or Dike holding the scales of Libra. Aratus says about Virgo:

Beneath both feet of Bootes mark the Maiden who in her hands bears the gleaming Ear of Corn (Spica). Whether she be
daughter of Astraeus, who, men say, was of old the father of the stars [Greek astor, star], or child of other sire, untroubled be her
course! But another tale is current among men, how of old she dwelt on earth and met men face to face, nor ever disdained in
olden time the tribes of men and women, but mingling with them took her seat, immortal though she was. Her men called Justice
(Dike); but she assembling the elders, it might be in the market-place or in the wide-wayed streets, uttered her voice, ever urging
on them judgments kinder to the people. Not yet in that age had men knowledge of hateful strife, or carping contention, or din of
battle, but a simple life they lived. Far from them was the cruel sea and not yet from afar did ships bring their livelihood, but the
oxen and the plough and Justice herself, queen of the peoples, giver of things just, abundantly supplied their every need. Even
so long as the earth still nurtured the Golden Race, she had her dwelling on earth. But with the Silver Race only a little and no
longer with utter readiness did she mingle, for that she yearned for the ways of the men of old. Yet in that Silver Age was she still
upon the earth; but from the echoing hills at eventide she came alone, nor spake to any man in gentle words. But when she had
filled the great heights with gathering crowds, then would she with threats rebuke their evil ways, and declare that never more at
their prayer would she reveal her face to man. "Behold what manner of race the fathers of the Golden Age left behind them! Far
meaner than themselves! but ye will breed a viler progeny! [the Iron Age?]. Verily wars and cruel bloodshed shall be unto men
and grievous woe shall be laid upon them." Even so she spake and sought the hills and left the people all gazing towards her
still. But when they, too, were dead, and when, more ruinous than they which went before, the Race of Bronze was born, who
were the first to forge the sword of the highwayman, and the first to eat of the flesh of the ploughing-ox, then verily did Justice
loathe that race of men and fly heavenward and took up that abode, where even now in the night time the Maiden is seen of men,
established near to far-seen Bootes. [Aratus, Phaenomena, 3rd century B.C., p.237-239]

Virgo * Clasping a young king (as mentioned below, referred to by Bullinger pointing to Jesus * 

In Egypt Virgo was drawn on the zodiacs of Denderah and Thebes, much disproportioned and without wings, holding an object
said to be a distaff marked by the stars of Coma Berenices; while Eratosthenes and Avienus identified her with Isis, the
thousand-named goddess, with the {Page 463} wheat ears in her hand that she afterwards dropped to form the Milky Way,
or clasping in her arms the young Horus, the infant Southern sun-god, the last of the divine kings. This very ancient figuring
reappeared in the Middle Ages as the Virgin Marywith the child Jesus, Shakespeare alluding to it in Titus Andronicus as the

Good Boy in Virgo's lap;

and Albertus Magnus, of our 13th century, asserted that the Savior's horoscope lay here. It has been said that her initials, MV,
are the symbol for the sign !; although the International Dictionary considers this a monogram of Par, the first syllable
of Parthenos, one of Virgo's Greek titles; and others, a rude picturing of the wing of Istar, the divinity that the Semites assigned
to its stars, and prominent in the Epic of Creation.

This Istar, or Ishtar, the Queen of the Stars, was the Ashtoreth of the 1st Book of the Kings, xi, 5, 33, the original of the
Aphrodite of Greece and the Venus of Rome; perhaps equivalent to Athyr, Athor, or Hathor of the Nile, and the Astarte of Syria,
the last philologically akin to our Esther and Star, the Greek Aster. Astarte, too, was identified by the Venerable Bede with the
Saxon goddess of spring, Eostre, at whose festival, our Easter, the stars of Virgo shine so brightly in the eastern evening sky;
and the Sumerians of southern Babylonia assigned this constellation to their sixth month as the Errand, or Message, of Istar.

In the land of Judaea Virgo was Bethulah, and, being always associated with the idea of abundance in harvest, was assigned by
the Rabbis to the tribe of Asher, of whom Jacob had declared "his bread shall be fat." In Syria it was Bethulta.

Thus, like Isis, one of her many prototypes, Virgo always has been a much named and symbolized heavenly figure; Landseer
saying of it, "so disguised, so modernized and be-Greek'd . . . that we literally don't know her when we see her."

Study on the number 13 and 14 in the Bible and as enemy signalling

The number 13 is symbolic of rebellion and lawlessness. Nimrod, the mighty hunter who was 'before the Lord' (meaning he tried to take the place of God -
Genesis 10:9), was the 13th in Ham's line (Ham was one of Noah's three sons who survived the flood). Thirteen represents all the governments created by
men, and inspired by Satan, in outright rebellion against the Eternal.

The phrase 'valley of Hinnom' (or variation thereof) occurs in 13 places in Scripture. The valley was the scene of the evil-inspired rites of the pagan god
Moloch (or Molech). The practices related to this false deity received some credibility when they were knowingly allowed by King Solomon (1Kings 11:7) in
order to please his non-Israelite wives. One way Molech was appeased and worshipped was through the sacrifice of CHILDREN who, placed on the red hot
arms of the idol, were burned alive. The valley's tie to fire made for an apt backdrop of the ultimate punishment unrepentant and rebellious sinners will
receive in the lake of fire (Revelation 19:20, 20:9 - 10, 14 - 15).

The dragon, a symbol for Satan, is found 13 times in Revelation. Satan is behind all rebellion against God.

Haman

Haman the Agagite had a decree signed on the thirteenth day of the first month that on the thirteenth day of the 12th month all Jews in the Persian Empire
were to be killed (Esther 3:7 - 9).

The destruction of Jericho is stamped with the number 13, for the city was marched around for six straight days, and on the seventh day it was marched
seven times, making thirteen total.

King Solomon spent a little more than seven years building Jerusalem's temple (1Kings 6:38). He, however, spent a total number of THIRTEEN years
building a home for himself (1Kings 7:1)

How is the number 13 related to being DEFILED?

In Mark 7 Jesus mentions thirteen things that defile a person. They are adulteries, fornications, evil thoughts, murders, covetousness, thefts, wickedness,
licentiousness, guile, blasphemy, foolishness, pride and an evil eye (Mark 7:20 - 23).

Additional info on the Biblical Meaning of 13

Ishmael, the first physical son of Abraham (through Hagar), was circumcised (which is the cutting off of the foreskin of a penis) when he was 13 years
old (Genesis 17:25) as part of the then new covenant God made with Abraham (Genesis 17:1 - 22). But this was just the start. Abraham also had EVERY
male born in his house (numbering at least 318 individuals - Genesis 14:14), as well as all the males he owned, and any other males (whether an adult or
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child) he was responsible for, circumcised ON THE SAME DAY (Genesis 17:23 - 27)! And, even though he was 99 years old, Abraham himself also
submitted to circumcision.

Backtracking: Trafalgar Lions resurrected * Cecil, 13 and Jericho pattern

Trafalgar (devouring type) Lions coming to life according to legend (supporting ideas sent previously) when Big Ben strikes 13. How is that accomplished
within the current time/space continuum?
Cecil the lion was 13 when he was killed. Cecil—named after Cecil Rhodes[11][12]—and another lion believed to be Cecil's brother were noticed in Hwange
National Park in 2008.[13] During 2009, the two lions encountered an established pride, which resulted in a fight in which Cecil's brother was killed and both
Cecil and the leader of the pride were seriously wounded;[13] the leader was subsequently killed by park rangers because of the wounds he had received in
the fight with Cecil.[14] Cecil retreated to another part of the park where he eventually established his own pride which had as many as 22 members. During
2013, Cecil was forced out from the area by two young male lions into the eastern border of the park. There, he created a coalition with another male lion
named Jericho to establish two prides which consisted of Cecil, Jericho, half a dozen females and up to a dozen cubs sired by Cecil or Jericho.[15]

Time manipulation

Biblical type: Joshua's long day and the time of perplexity post rapture 
Occulted anti-type: How Joshua's time freeze is reflected in occult rituals. For instance: Stopping of time ritual at London Olympics due to royal entry

Note this post where a connection is made between the numbering of 666 and time in the ritual encircling of Jericho for the 6 days (through 2160 degrees,
the amplified number of Plato - 216) as a foundation for Israel's triumph on the 7th. When the 13th circuit was made, victory came as it were through acoustic
weapons with the blowing of trumpets and shouting.

On 13

13 equals mastery of time to occultists. It is also a type of rebellion as well as lordship (12 disciples plus Jesus). There are 13 weeks in a quarter year, the
span between every solstice and equinox. M (masonry) is the 13th letter.

The Meaning of Numbers: The Number 14

Being a multiple of 7, 14 partakes of its importance and, being double that number, implies a double measure of spiritual perfection. The number two with
which it is combined (2x7) may, however, bring its own significance into its meaning, as it does in Matthew 1, where the genealogy of Jesus Christ is divided
up and given in sets of 14 (2x7) generations, two being associated with incarnation.

How is the number fourteen linked with Jesus' ancestors?
There are three sets of 14 generations between (and including) Abraham to Joseph (husband of Mary).

Abraham  -  Isaac  -  Jacob  -  Judah 
Perez  -  Hezron  -  Ram  -  Amminadab 
Nahshon  -  Salmon  -  Boaz  -  Obed 
Jesse  -  King David

King David  -  Solomon  -  Rehoboam 
Abijah  -  Asa  -  Jehoshaphat  -  Joram 
Uzziah  -  Jotham  -  Ahaz  -  Hezekiah 
Manasseh  -  Amon  -  Josiah (captivity)

Josiah (captivity)  -  Jeconiah  -  Shealtiel 
Zerubbabel  -  Abiud  -  Eliakim  -  Azor 
Zadok  -  Achim  -  Eliud  -  Eleazar 
Matthan  -  Jacob  -  Joseph

Family tree from Abraham to Jesus
"So all the generations from Abraham to David are FOURTEEN generations, from David until the captivity in Babylon are FOURTEEN generations, and from
the captivity in Babylon until the Christ are FOURTEEN generations." (Matthew 1:1 - 17, NKJV)

The number 14 and the fear of the Lord
In the Book of Proverbs the expression "the fear of the Lord" occurs 14 times: Proverbs 1:7, 29, 2:5, 8:13, 9:10, 10:27, 14:26, 27, 15:16, 33, 16:6, 19:23,
22:4, 23:17.

The number 14 represents deliverance or salvation and is used twenty-two times in the Bible.The term "14th" is found 24 times in scriptures.

The fourteenth day of the first month is the Passover, when God delivered the firstborn of Israel from death. Some 430 years earlier, on the night of the
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14th day of the first month, God made two covenant promises to Abraham — one of the physical seed, Isaac, and his descendants, and one of the spiritual
seed, Jesus Christ, and the sons of God who would come through Him, who would shine like the stars of heaven (Matthew 13:43). On the day portion of the
14th, God confirmed the promises with a special covenant sacrifice.

"After these things the word of the Lord came to Abram in a vision, saying, 'Do not be afraid, Abram. I am your shield, your exceedingly great reward.' But
Abram said, 'Lord GOD, what will You give me, seeing I go childless, and the heir of my house is Eliezer of Damascus?' . . .

"And behold, the word of the Lord came to him, saying, 'This one shall not be your heir, but one who will come from your own body shall be your heir.' Then
He brought him outside and said, 'Look now toward heaven, and count the stars if you are able to number them.' And He said to him, 'So shall your
descendants be.'

"Then He said to him, 'I am the Lord, who brought you out of Ur of the Chaldeans, to give you this land to inherit it.' And he said, 'Lord GOD, how shall I know
that I will inherit it?' So He said to him, 'Bring Me a three-year-old heifer, a three-year-old female goat, a three-year-old ram, a turtledove, and a young
pigeon. . . . ' " (Genesis 15:1-2, 4-5, 7-9, NKJV)

On the 14th day of the first month in 30 A.D. Jesus Christ, God manifested in the flesh, the only begotten Son of God the Father, and the Lamb of
God to take away the sin of the world, was crucified as the perfect sacrifice to save mankind from sin. Jesus' death on Passover completed His
ministry in the flesh.

Seven represents completion - thus 7 + 7 = 14, indicating a double completion:
Jesus' ministry in the flesh was completed.
Jesus' sacrifice ended or fulfilled the need for animal sacrifices.

The fourteenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet is Nun, like Joshua, and is pronounced “noon”; in the counting system it represents the number
fifty.  The meanings and types and shadows that are associated with Nun really are a great study in itself so I will encourage you to look deeper but here are
my gleanings from the literature.  Nun equals the word David so it is immediately associated with the Messiah. (See more on fourteen in the Book
of Matthew and the Christmas story.)  For Christians it goes deeper than that since it also means “fish” in Aramaic, which leads to the symbol of the fish or
ichthus.  The thirteenth letter in Hebrew is Mem, which represents water that is needed for fish.  Nun is a shared letter with several other languages so in the
literature you will see that it also represents a snake/eel and seeds.  The snake that Moses made in the wilderness, Nehushtan, was a shadow of Jesus and
He referred to Himself as a “seed of wheat” that had to “fall to the ground and die.”  Nun is used to portray life and faithfulness so you can see it is a very
symbolic letter.

There are two different Nuns, one is standing and the other is kneeling.  They can also be written with “crowns.” (Please see the website
Hebrew4Christians listed below.)  When they are combined to make the word Nun together they represent the righteous one (who is upright) and faithful one
(who is bent) or love and fear.
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Numerically Nun is fifty or Pentecost, which leads to what I would like to
propose the number 14 means in Scripture – the new thing actually starting.  Pentecost was the
beginning of the Church of Jesus and the new anointing of the Holy Spirit. 

Sabine: "actually, the church started before Pentecost as people were being svaed before that day
too"

 Just as 13 was signaling the start so 14 is the start.  Remember Mem is before Nun in the alphabet.
Just as Joshua son of Nun “started” the Promise Land or David started the family tree of Jesus things
associated with 14 show things starting.  My groupings below are just a product of my need to sort
things but hopefully they will help.

Fourteen

Exodus 12:6 – The 14th day of the month was the start of Passover or when Israel as a nation
was started.  Most references to 14 in the Bible are about a Passover that was being
celebrated.
Esther 9:15 – The day of Purim was the 14th day of the month; this is when the Jews were
allowed to kill their enemies.  This started a new period of freedom for them.
Ezekiel 40 – Fourteen years after Jerusalem was destroyed Ezekiel had the vision of the
New Temple.  In verse one the reference to 25 years is how
long Ezekiel was in exile. (Please see the timeline at Jeremiah
52.)  One way to look at the 70 years of Exile is 14 x 5 = 70.
Acts 27:27 – It was the 14th day of being in the storm when
Paul got the crew to eat so they could start “new” on the island.

7 + 7 = 14

Genesis 8:9 -12 – Noah sent the dove out twice and waited a
total of 14 days.  That showed that the earth had dried and
started growing again.
1 Kings 8:65 – Solomon and the people had 14 days of
partying for the new Temple.
2 Chronicles 30:15 – Hezekiah and the people had 14 days of partying for Passover. Which
had not been celebrated in a long time so it was a sort of new beginnings.

12 + 2 = 14

Ezra 3: 1+8 – Zerubbabel and the people had been back in Jerusalem a year and in the second
month of the second year they started to build the Second Temple, 12 months + 2 months = 14
months.  In the 7th month of the first year they built the altar and started sacrificing burnt
offerings so it could be a 7+7.
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Other 14’s 

Genesis 31:41 – Jacob worked 14 years for his wives and then started working for his
family.
Book of Joshua – The tribe of Benjamin and a “clan” of Judah got 14 towns each to start new
life in the Promise Land.
2 Kings 18:13 – Hezekiah and Jerusalem were attacked in his 14th year as king and he got the
boil with the death sentence.  But he got a new lease on life and 15 more years (2 Kings 20:6).
1 Chronicles 25:5 – Heman had 14 sons through the promise of God so he had a new reason to
praise God.

“Pushing it” 14’s

Genesis 14 – King of Sodom rebels in his 14th year and Abraham rescues Lot.  In verse 22 is
where Abraham starts to really acknowledge God, up until now God was “doing for” Abraham.
Exodus 14 – Moses and the people were directed back to the Red Sea so they could
actually start out of Egypt; until now they were just wandering around inside of Egypt.

The 14’s after the 13’s

Remember Joseph after 13 years of slavery/prison was leader of the country in the 14th year. He's a
type of Jesus as well

Piercing through the elite's smoke screens and exposing their left hand magic, let's keep looking up towards the heavens! Our DESIRED SON is on his way.

Many blessings,

Sabine


